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Abstract: This paper aims at presenting a structure of implementation of the Workload 
Control (WLC) approach on a commercial discrete event simulation software by 
comprehensively demonstrating how to construct and simulate this approach. This research 
was developed considering the lack of studies fully describing this implementation on this 
kind of software, which hinders the dissemination and use of the WLC approach by 
managers. Initially, the logic was developed on a dedicated and structured language and 
then converted to the simulation software. A detailed description of the WLC implementation 
contributes to the business domain by facilitating its replication and application in other 
manufacturing environments, reducing the project time needed to develop the base model 
and allowing managers and/or researchers to focus directly on the adjustments of the model 
to the environment being modeled. In the academic domain, this paper addresses a gap in 
the WLC literature concerning the lack of tutorials for simulation and the lack of information, 
in the existing papers, regarding the development of the computational model. 

Keywords: Workload control; Simulation; Software; Tutorial; Job shop; Make-to-order. 

Resumo: Este artigo tem por objetivo apresentar um roteiro (tipo tutorial) de desenvolvimento 
de um modelo de simulação do controle de carga (WLC) em um software comercial de simulação 
de eventos discretos, demonstrando detalhadamente como construir e simular essa abordagem. 
Embora haja diversas pesquisas sobre essa abordagem, esta pesquisa se justifica uma vez que 
não há estudos ou tutoriais que descrevam detalhadamente o desenvolvimento do modelo 
computacional nesses softwares de simulação, sendo isto uma potencial barreira para que tal 
método seja conhecido e aplicado pelos gestores. O software adotado neste trabalho é um 
ambiente gráfico integrado de simulação que possui bibliotecas de elementos e programação 
não centralizada. A descrição detalhada do desenvolvimento da simulação do controle de carga 
contribui com o ambiente empresarial, pois facilita a replicação e aplicação dessa estrutura nos 
ambientes fabris, possibilitando reduzir o tempo do projeto para desenvolver o modelo base e 
permitindo aos gestores e/ou pesquisadores focarem diretamente nas adequações desse 
modelo ao ambiente específico que está sendo modelado. Em termos acadêmicos, o trabalho 
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busca suprir uma lacuna na área de WLC, relativa à escassez de trabalhos do tipo tutorial e 
relativa à falta de informações, nos trabalhos existentes de simulação, sobre como a modelagem 
computacional é realizada. 

Palavras-chave: Controle de carga; Simulação; Software; Tutorial de implementação; Job shop; 
Make-to-order. 

1 Introduction 

The functioning of any company encompasses the structuring of a production 
system involving operations and management of products, services or the combination 
of both. Making a production system effective, that is, reaching the goals proposed by 
the company, requires a major managing effort and a constant pursuit of improvement. 

Each production system has specific characteristics, and the classification of the 
system, especially in terms of flow type (e.g. flow shop, job shop, projects) and type of 
response to demand (e.g. MTS, MTO, ATO), is relevant to choose the proper 
production planning and control (PPC) approach. 

This study emphasizes the Workload Control approach – WLC. According to Hendry 
et al. (1998), the WLC is a PPC system originally designed to control the queues in a 
production system with intermittent job shop configuration, in which the production 
orders may or may not have the same routing and the production strategy may be 
make-to-order (MTO). Thürer & Godinho (2012) also highlight that the WLC is known 
as a method with potential to improve the throughput time and the work in process 
(WIP) level, as well as the delivery punctuality. 

Several studies, such as Hendry & Kingsman (1989), Hendry et al. (1998), Thürer 
et al. (2015), among others, investigate and analyze the WLC performance for MTO 
systems with job shop configuration, pointing out advantages, limitations, and 
conditions of use. Many of these studies apply the simulation method to assess the 
results that can be generated from the approach. However, it is difficult to replicate the 
simulation models in the existing studies, since for most of them the computer 
implementation is not presented, and the software or language used are not reported. 
Thürer et al. (2011) raised this information for the simulation models developed 
between 2000 and 2009: two of them were developed on SIMAN, two on Arena, and 
some models (of the same group of authors) on EM-Plant. However, in several other 
studies, like Oosterman et al. (2000), Kingsman & Hendry (2002), Missbauer (2002), 
Land (2006), among others, the software or language used is not informed. Generally, 
the authors do not provide information on the logic that support the simulation models 
developed, which hampers a reliable comparison of the results (Thürer et al., 2011). It 
is worth emphasizing that, with the emergence of open-source software programs such 
as Simpy, some studies on the WLC were simulated on these software programs, like 
in Thürer et al. (2015). However, these software programs do not have such user-
friendly interface, easy to simulate and interpret the real-time results, like the 
commercial software programs do. 

In this context of studies on the WLC, the general goal of this paper is to introduce 
a road map (tutorial) that comprehensively demonstrates how to model and simulate 
the WLC approach on a commercial simulation software for discrete events with 
decentralized programming. The simulation of an industrial environment using the WLC 
approach allows managers, consultants and students to evaluate and understand the 
results that it brings to the shop floor, stimulating its use. Additionally, simulation 
enables to calibrate the parameters of this approach for relevant performance 
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indicators (such as throughput time and lateness/tardiness) to present close to optimum 
or desirable values. The definition of parameters for the WLC is encompassed by many 
studies in the literature (e.g. Land, 2006). In general, poorly defined parameters (like 
extremely tight values of workload) may generate worse results than in the cases in 
which the approach is not applied. Therefore, simulation is an important stage 
preceding the practical implementation of the approach. Additionally, the module of 
order release and the module of collection of indicators, which will be introduced in 
Section 4.2, can indeed benefit the practical implementation of the WLC, since these 
are the routines that should be programmed to use the approach in practice. The 
remaining modules constitute the simulation environment and must be replaced with 
actual data related to the arrival and execution of the orders in the shop floor. It is not 
the scope of this study to directly discuss aspects related to the approach’s application 
per se. Such discussion can be found in Stevenson et al. (2011), for example. 

It is relevant to mention the existence of papers or books in the literature focusing 
on tutorials of simulation or simulators related to other PCP systems, that is, regarding 
other systems of order release. For example, a simulator of MRP and DRP was 
developed by Suwamuji (2003) using electronic spreadsheets, VBA and Arena in an 
integrated manner. The simulator also allows to compare the performance of MRP/DRP 
with the reorder point system and with the Kanban system. In the case of pull systems, 
there are Kanban simulators in the literature (Seppanen, 1993; Williams et al., 2012), 
in some cases also associated with other techniques, like genetic algorithms, to 
optimize the number of cards (Köchel & Nieländer, 2002). The technique of value 
stream mapping (VSM) itself may be regarded as a type of tutorial for the application 
of pull production in the shop floor. A simulator of the DBR system (drum-buffer-rope) 
that can be manipulated by the user, as in a game, is fully reported by Goldratt (1996) 
not only regarding the simulation in several distinct scenarios, but gradually 
demonstrating the application of principles of the Theory of Constraints/DBR and the 
respective expected results. 

Therefore, in addition to overcoming the gap in the literature, presenting a tutorial-
type material, this research has practical implications, aiming to disseminate the 
workload control approach to practitioners and to facilitate the development of WLC 
simulation models. 

For the computational modeling, a wide-ranging software of commercial simulation 
(FlexSim) (present in many countries) was used, which allows greater access to the 
software, contributing for the solution to be replicated. 

2 Theoretical principles 

2.1 Workload control – WLC 

Workload control is a concept in the scope of Production Planing and Control (PPC) 
projected for complex environments of production, such as job shop and make-to-order 
– MTO systems. This method is based on the concept of input and output controls of 
Plossl (1985), in which input control refers to the decision of the quantity of orders to 
be released to the system and the output control relates to controlling the quantity of 
orders that leave the system. 

The principles of the WLC concept include controlling the length of the queues of 
orders (workload) formed in each work station by deciding the release of orders and 
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enhancing the delivery speed, maintaining and possibly improving the delivery 
reliability, reducing and stabilizing the throughput time of shop floor (Land & Gaalman, 
1996; Thürer et al., 2012; Fernandes et al., 2016). 

The order release is conditioned to a workload norm (maximum limit of quantity of 
work allowed per workstation in the shop floor) that will be used as parameter to 
determine whether an order can or cannot be released to the shop floor. The use of a 
proper norm can generate considerable reduction in the WIP without damaging other 
performance aspects (Land, 2006). In case the order has a processing time whose 
value exceeds the level of workloads established by the norm, such order is not 
released. In this case, this order is sent to the pool of non-released orders and waits 
for the moment of the next release at which the processing time does not exceed the 
level of workloads fixed by the norm (Fernandes et al., 2016; Oosterman et al., 2000). 

The methods of order release can be classified as periodic (ex: beginning of each 
shift, day or week) or continuous (ex: at any given moment during the system operation) 
(Fernandes & Carmo-Silva, 2011). 

The method of continuous release is based on the continuous monitoring of the 
workload in the shop floor to verify when and how much the workload is below the norm. 
When it occurs, the release of orders is assessed for all the orders contained in the 
pool (Fernandes & Carmo-Silva, 2011). 

According to Land & Gaalman (1998), the methods of periodic release result in the 
decision of which order could be released from the pool to the shop floor at certain 
periods of time, considering the workload situation in the shop floor combined with the 
order processing time for not exceeding the norm value. 

Land (2006) presents the algorithm of periodic release applied by Bertrand & 
Wortmann (1981), Tatsiopoulos (1983), Kingsman et al. (1989), Hendry (1989), and 
Hendry & Kingsman (1991), named Method B, which estimates the entry considering 
the aggregate workload  A

stL . This aggregate workload is constituted of the indirect 
workload ( U

stL ) upstream the station s, that is, the sum of the processing time of all 
orders in the queues of other stations, but that will pass through the workstation s at a 
given moment, as well as the direct workload D

stL , that is, the processing time of the 
order being processed in the station s or in the queue of the station. According to the 
aggregate workload approach, the direct and indirect workloads are added up, that is, 

A U
st stL L= + D

stL , in which s and t indicate the station and time, respectively. For each 
workstation, the aggregate workload is subjected to the norm. The steps of the 
algorithm of periodic release considering the aggregate workload are presented below: 

1. Each order j waiting to be released to the shop floor is sequenced based on the 
planned release date ( *R

jt ), which is calculated based on the delivery date δj and 
the planned lead time ( *D

sT ) for all stations in the routing of j (set Sj), that is: 
* *

 
 R D

j j s
s Sj

t Tδ
∈

= − ∑ . 

2. Orders j with *  R
jt t θ≤ +  are included in the set J, with θ as the threshold time frame. 

3. Order j ∈ J with the closest release date *R
jt  is considered first. 

4. If the processing time  jsp of the order under consideration added to the existing 
workload meet the workload norm ( A

sΛ ), that is, if    A A
st js s jL p s S+ ≤ Λ ∀ ∈ , the order is 

selected for the release and this contribution for the workload is included, that is, 
    A A

st st js jL L p s S= + ∀ ∈ . Otherwise, the order must wait in stock until the next release 
period. 
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5. If set J has some order that is yet to be considered, it must return to step 3 
considering the order with the closest release date, if not, the release procedure is 
completed, and the orders selected are released. 

In addition to the aggregate workload approach, there is a probabilistic approach in 
which the indirect workload of the orders upstream a given workstation s is estimated 
using a factor of depreciation based on historical data. When an order is released, its 
processing time partially contributes to this workload estimate; the contribution 
enhances as the order advances downstream (until becoming a direct workload in the 
station s). The total, including the direct and indirect workloads estimated in this 
manner, is named converted workload (Bechte, 1994; Thürer et al., 2011). 

Depending on the type of approach used (aggregate workload or probabilistic 
approach), different norm values must be applied. Additionally, the norms can establish 
upper, lower, or upper and lower limits, and may be rigid or flexible (Thürer et al., 2011). 
Other authors apply a workload balancing approach instead of a bounding one (Portioli-
Staudacher & Tantardini, 2012). 

Thürer et al. (2011) developed a systematic review of the literature on WLC 
published between 1980 and 2009. The papers are categorized as follows: conceptual 
research, analytical research, empirical research, and simulation-based research. By 
observing the evolution of the field, the authors concluded that the best-developed 
approaches (LUMS and LOMC) reached a conceptual maturity. Still according to the 
authors, the area of analytical modeling has been increasing since 2000 and efforts 
should be dedicated to develop simple heuristics and models to support managers in 
fast decision-making processes. In empirical terms, the recent scientific production has 
raised problems of implementation and matters related to their solutions. It is also 
necessary to conduct further action-research studies, develop an implementation road 
map, and investigate whether the positive results could be supported on a long-term 
basis. 

It is important to highlight that simulation continues to represent the dominant 
method applied in the scope of Workload Control research. Thürer et al. (2011) 
identified four simulation-based research subgroups, involving: (1) assessment of the 
different combinations of rules used at each WLC stage (entry, release, and dispatching 
of orders) to determine the best combination; (2) development of new methods of 
release and performance comparison; (3) study of the influence of external parameters 
on performance; (4) analysis of the influence of internal parameters of WLC on 
performance. The initial focus of the research (80s and 90s) was directed to themes 1 
and 2, however, since 2000, the development of subgroups 3 and 4 became dominant. 
There is certainly a gap related to the development of more realistic simulation models 
since most of them are hypothetical and do not reflect reality (Perona & Miragliotta, 
2000; Thürer et al., 2011). The feedback of the simulation-based research with results 
from empirical studies can improve the applicability of the WLC theory. 

As presented in the introduction, this paper aims to facilitate the development or 
replication of WLC simulation models to improve the current knowledge on this 
approach, adjust its parameters, and ultimately stimulate its application. Stevenson et 
al. (2009) is one of the most relevant studies in the literature and shares the same goal. 
The authors introduce an interactive tool of final user’s training in the WLC approach 
application. The tool is based on the LUMS approach of the University of Lancaster 
and encompasses the stages of customer enquiry and job entry, in addition to the order 
release stage. The simulation is used to generate orders at the early stages mentioned 
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and to reflect the variability of the throughput times in an actual manufacturing 
environment. 

This tool provides training and support to the decision-making processes regarding 
the following aspects: definition of parameters; definition of delivery dates; 
acceptance/rejection of orders; release of orders and capacity management. This study 
differs from the mentioned work in terms of focus, since its focus is more restricted to 
the order release and shop floor behavior, in addition to prioritizing the computational 
modeling and implementation. Another relevant factor is that the training tool proposed 
by Stevenson et al. (2009) was developed on C++ based on an existing decision 
support system (DSS) designed by Stevenson (2006). Therefore, for users to access 
the tool, it is also required to access the mentioned system. The referenced authors do 
not provide computing details to allow the replication of the tool or the DSS. The 
proposal of this present work is that the computer model here presented can be 
replicated by any user/developer that can access the FlexSim software. 

Other studies present some of the computer implementation of the WLC simulation 
models, but on a macro, non-detailed level. Moreira & Alves (2012) describe a scheme 
of decision-making in the scope of WLC on Arena, but do not specify its 
implementation. Kirchhof et al. (2008) report a scheme demonstrating the modules in 
their simulation model, also developed on Arena. In terms of structure, this scheme is 
relatively similar to what is described here, however, the authors do not 
comprehensively describe the development of the computational model. 

In addition to the presented overview, it is understood that the literature on Workload 
Control continues to expand in diverse directions. Similarly to the implementation of 
pull production, Land (2009) introduces a system of cards for WLC application. Portioli-
Staudacher & Tantardini (2012) propose a model of programming Mixed Integer Linear 
Programming (MILP) to optimize the workload balancing – a similar principle to 
workload control, in which violations of the norm (within the limits) are allowed for 
optimizing the balancing. Other authors modeled the Workload Control using multi-
agent systems and closed-loop systems (Weng et al., 2008; Sagawa & Land, 2018, 
respectively). In the case of Weng et al. (2008), there is an agent for each level/module 
the WLC, that is, an agent for order entry (OEA), job release (JRA), routing and 
sequencing (RSA), and information feedback (IFA). In Sagawa & Land (2018), the 
principles of Workload Control are applied to a continuous model based on an analogy 
with a flow system, in which the release decisions are conducted automatically by 
means of a feedback loop (principles of the Classical Control Theory). 

It is worth mentioning that the workload control approach had been originally 
proposed for application in job shop and MTO systems and most studies focus on this 
type of environment. However, the literature has introduced extensions to this method 
for other shop floor configurations, such as flow shop, for example, as in Portioli-
Staudacher & Tantardini (2012), Thürer et al. (2017), and Costa et al. (2019). 

3 Research method 

This research is characterized as axiomatic descriptive since the presented 
implementation structure/tutorial is directed to an idealized problem and aims to 
describe the problem modeled, allowing a better understanding of the characteristics 
and functional relationships of the environment studied (Morabito & Pureza, 2012). 

The modeling and simulation method was applied as research method. A pure job 
shop whose main variables were defined as probability distributions was modeled. For 
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purposes of comparison and verification of the consistency of the proposed model, a 
system with the same characteristics and parameters proposed by Land (2006) was 
adopted, as shown in section 4.1. Initially, the algorithm introduced in section 2.1 was 
implemented in Matlab language, which follows a paradigm of structured programming. 
Such a preliminary computer model that did not contain a graphic representation of the 
order execution was developed to guarantee the correct implementation of the release 
logic before implementing the code of the FlexSim elements in a distributed manner. 

The model proposed on FlexSim was divided in modules (see sections 4.2 and 4.3) 
to facilitate the implementation. The modules are relatively independent and the 
debugging of code and connections between the elements was carried out per module. 
Thus, successive versions of this model with increasing degree of complexity were 
generated. For each version, it was verified if the modules (or part of them) were 
functioning correctly. For example, by leaving the release module inactive (that is, 
making the release unconstrained), it is possible to verify the functioning of the order 
execution module (the shop floor simulator per se). It was also verified whether the 
simulation was in accordance with the WLC behavior (the form of periodic release 
according to the maximum norm allowed and the processing time in the stations). The 
software (FlexSim) enables to simulate and verify some indicators momentarily (as the 
utilization of machines, among others), and this feature was also applied as mechanism 
of verification/validation. Finally, the model was validated by comparing its results with 
some of the results obtained by Land (2006). After the validation, four other scenarios 
were simulated with varied norm levels to assess their respective effects on the 
performance measures (total throughput time and shop floor throughput time). Finally, 
the model and results of the simulation were documented. 

4 Road map of modeling and simulation 

4.1 Characteristics of the simulated model 
Chart 1 presents the characteristics and data used in the WLC implementation 

based on the model described by Land (2006). 

Chart 1. Characteristics of the modeled system used as reference. 

Shop Six stations, each with unique capacity 
Routing length Uniform discrete distribution of [1.6] 
Sequence of stations in the routing Randomly chosen, no re-entrant loops 
Inter-arrival times Exponential distribution (average: 0.648 time unit) 
Due dates Uniform distribution with values between 35 and 60 

units of time 
Operation processing times 2-Erlang distribution (average: 1 time unit) 
Priority dispatching rule First come, first served - FCFS 

Source: adapted from Land (2006). 

The modeled system considers six workstations and the orders that arrive to these 
stations have production routings that simulate a pure job shop. The size of the routing 
(quantity of operations per order) is random and can vary between one operation (being 
processed on only one workstation) and six operations (a routing that has all the 
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stations of the system), which guarantees a higher variety of flow. The production 
routings do not consider the reentry into a given workstation. 

An exponential distribution determines the interval time between arrivals with an 
average of 0.648 seconds, while a uniform distribution determines the delivery date 
varying from 35 to 60 seconds. In turn, operation processing time is determined by a 
2-Erlang distribution with an average equal to 1. After the orders are released to shop 
floor, the dispatching to the machines follows the first come, first served rule. 

4.2 Macro view of the simulated model – conceptual model 

Figure 1 illustrates the flowchart of the simulation execution. The model is divided 
in five modules that execute the following macro functions: order creation, periodic 
opening of pool, order release, order execution, and collection of indicators. 

Figure 1. Detailed flowchart of the model. Source: elaborated by the authors. 

In fact, these macro functions compose a conceptual model of the represented 
system. The creation of orders encompasses the generation of an arrival date for the 
order, the definition of the quantity and sequence of operations in the routing (i.e. the 
sequence of machines in which the order must be processed), and the determination 
of a processing time to each operation. A due date for the order is also established. 
Such characteristics are generated by applying the probability distributions presented 
in Chart 1. As an additional operation to the module of order creation, the first stage of 
the basic algorithm indicated in section 2 is executed and the date of planned release 
( *R

jt ) for each order is calculated. Based on this parameter, the orders (jobs) are 
ordered (sequenced) in the job pool. 

The second macro function refers to the periodic opening of the pool and 
encompasses only computer operations, using timers and counters. This function does 
not carry any conceptual meaning. 

The function or module of order release executes the steps required to implement 
the concepts of workload control. After the ordering of the jobs according to their 
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planned release date, the first job in the list is selected and the current workload of 
each machine in which the job is processed is assessed. In the proposed 
implementation, these workloads are stored in a “table of workloads” that is 
continuously updated along the simulation. The additional workload that would be 
generated by the job/order, if released, is added to the existing workload in each 
machine and compared with the respective workload norm. Depending on the result, 
the job follows to the list of release or non-release. In the implemented model, these 
lists are continuously updated. When the pool opens, the jobs in the list of release are 
sent to the shop floor. This macro function of the conceptual model executes steps 2, 
3, 4, and 5 of the algorithm presented in section 2. The WLC was applied using the 
method of periodic release and considering the aggregate workload, that is, using 
method B. 

The function of order execution corresponds to a shop floor simulator. Once 
released, the jobs are sent to each machine according to the routing or put to wait in 
the queue, according to the immediate availability of each machine. The queues 
belonging to the dispatching level of the WLC approach are organized according to the 
FCFS criterion. In the model implemented, each job has labels in which the fixed data 
of the production routing are stored. The transition from a machine to another is carried 
out based on the reading of these labels. 

The last macro function of the model executes the calculation of the indicators (shop 
floor throughput time, total throughput time, and evolution of workload in the machines). 
The arrival, release and completion dates are stored in labels. The performance 
indicators and graphs are generated based on these labels, as will be further detailed 
over the next subsections. 

The following paragraphs include the description of the modules/functions using the 
objects and terminology of the software applied to the modeling. 

4.3 Macro view of the simulated model – computer model 

Figure 1 illustrates the explanation of the computational model. The processes 
contained in the modules are represented by blocks, which were numbered and follow 
the flow indicated by a continuous arrow. Three other objects are represented in the 
model: order, table of workloads and exit – important elements in the information flow, 
which is indicated by a dotted arrow. 

The first module, order creation, defines the initial attributes of the orders. Block 1 
creates the orders (item Box) on the entity Source (entry). Block 2 defines the order 
arrival dates, which are used to calculate the total throughput time in the end of the 
model. Block 3 defines the quantity of operations in the production routing (varying from 
1 to 6), the sequence of operations/machines, and order due date. Block 5 defines the 
processing time for each operation in the routing, as well as the planned release date 
of the order. Subsequently, the order is sent to the job pool. 

The second module – order release – works alongside the module of periodic 
opening of the pool and starts as the orders arrive to the pool (block 6) and are 
organized in increasing order according to the planned release date, calculated through 
the difference between the due date and the sum of the processing times (block 7). In 
block 8, three kinds of data are gathered/read: 1) the workload generated by a given 
order to the system (i.e. the processing time of the order in each workstation); 
2) workload norm defined for each workstation; 3) the existing aggregate workloads 
already allocated to each station. Data 2) and 3) is read from the workload table. These 
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data allow to verify, for each workstation, whether the new projected load does not 
exceed the norm (block 13). For this purpose, the order processing times are added to 
the aggregate workloads of each workstation in the production routing, generating a 
value that is compared with the workload norm. In case the value found exceeds the 
norm, the order follows to block 14, which works as a list of non-released orders. The 
non-released order goes through a set composed by a Queue and a Processor (block 
15) and returns to the pool. The function of this Processor is to generate a delay before 
the orders return to the pool, so that they come back to it only after the execution of the 
next release. If the norm is not exceeded, the orders remain in the pool and wait for the 
opening of the time window to be released to the shop floor. 

The module of periodic opening of the pool contains the procedures that control the 
opening and closing of the time window of the pool. This module starts at the moment 
in which the program is executed. In the first procedure, block 9, time is accounted 
using the function time () in FlexSim, while at the next step, shown in block 10, it is 
verified whether the division of the time () function by 5 equals zero. This calculation is 
performed continuously. As the value of time() reaches the multiples of 5 (value defined 
for the interval between releases), the pool exit is opened, and the orders that did not 
exceed the norm are released to the shop floor. Similarly, whenever the value of time() 
is not a multiple of five, the pool exit is kept closed (blocks 11 and 12). 

In case the value generated from the sum of the order processing time and the 
accumulated workload of the workstations in its routing does not exceed the norm, the 
order follows to next procedure, shown in block 16, in which it waits for the opening of 
the time window, according to previous explanation. After the window is opened, in the 
procedure of block 17, the orders are sent to the module of Order Execution, which 
simulates the shop floor by processing the orders in the workstations. Therefore, the 
program reads the labels of each order containing the number of operations in the 
routing and the sequence of these operations. 

The module of order execution starts in block 19 with the reading of the processing 
times (from the labels of the entity Box) and their addition to the table of workloads, 
which is updated (procedure 20). In this model, the workload of a station is given by 
the sum of the processing time registered on the order labels. At the first moment in 
which the order is released to the shop floor and follows to the queue of the first 
machine in the routing, all workloads, either direct or indirect, are registered in the table 
of workloads (i.e. the processing time in the remaining machines downstream the order 
processing is registered). Each column in the table of workloads receives the value 
accumulated from the workload of a given machine. 

Once in the processing queue (block 21), the orders are released according to the 
rule of First Come, First Served (FCFS). 

In block 22, the reading of the order processing time for the machine contained on 
the item label is performed. The order is processed based on this processing time. 
Subsequently, the table of workloads is read according to the indication in block (24) 
and the value of the processed workload (processing time spent in that operation) is 
deducted from the table. The last step of the order execution module is related to block 
25: the order is sent to the next machine in the routing or to the exit in case that the last 
operation had been executed. For such purpose, this procedure reads the next 
operation of the item on the label of the routing contained in the order. In case there 
are still operations to be executed, the order follows through the exit “yes” and returns 
to block 21; otherwise, it follows to the last module – collection of indicators. 
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This last module starts with block 26 – collection of output data – in which all 
indicators of time related to that order are collected, especially the time they enter and 
exit the machines and the overall system. In block 27 the throughput time is calculated 
based on these dates, while in block 28 the calculated indicators are saved in the labels 
of the Sink (i.e. the entity at the exit of the system) and the order is eliminated. 

Chart 2 presents the basic procedures illustrated in Figure 1. It describes the 
variables modified by each event, their relation to the performance measures, main 
objects and respective activities or waiting periods, and the step of the WLC algorithm 
that is implemented. The description is distributed in five columns: modules and 
submodules, objects (from Flexsim), attributes and tabs of the objects, routines and 
commands, and line of the WLC general algorithm that is implemented. Chart 2 also 
indicates in brackets the nomenclature used on the Flexsim software for each 
component. 

Chart 2. Conversion of the general workload control algorithm into a model implemented on 
commercial software (FlexSim). 

Modules/ 
submodules Objects 

Attributes/ 
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objects 
Implemented 
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Line of the algorithm 
of periodic release of 
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Modules/ 
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Attributes/ 
tabs of the 

objects 
Implemented 

routines/commands 

Line of the algorithm 
of periodic release of 
the WLC classified as 

Method B (Land, 
2006) 
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Chart 2. Continued... 
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The first column of Chart 2 describes the five modules/ submodules. The module of 
order creation has the object Source (“Chegada”), which creates the items (Box) to be 
processed in the model. For this purpose, the attributes either in the item and the object 
Source are configured. 

The configuration of these attributes is performed on the screen of object properties. 
The tab Source, for example, includes the definition of arrival dates, which indicates 
the moment in which the object creates the items. The type of arrival/creation of an 
item can be generated based on a given interval of time, a fixed schedule or even a 
type of sequencing. In the last column, the variable or equation of the algorithm of order 
release referred in the literature and used to support the modeling on FlexSim is 
presented. Still regarding the first module (“Order creation”), in the tab On Creation, 
commands are implemented for the creation of labels and customized codes. 

The second module, “Periodic Opening of the Pool”, is responsible for controlling 
the pool opening to execute the release of the items present in the object Queue (pool). 
For this purpose, this module is constituted of two objects (Source TIC and Sink TAC) 
connected to each other, in which the TIC is also connected to the pool. The Source 
TIC has the function of creating an item to be processed (called Cylinder), which is 
immediately destroyed on the TAC without generating any type of alteration in the 
material flow of the simulation (more detail in the subsection 4.4.2). This control is 
implemented on the tab trigger considering the time of periodic pool opening 
corresponding to five units of time, programmed using a customized code. 

The third module – Order release – is configured in the object Queue (pool) and the 
set of objects Queue 1 and Processor 1 (representing the list of non-released orders). 
This module defines which items (orders) should be released to the shop floor and which 
should not be released, which must be sent to the set of objects Queue 1 and Processor 
1. After a period of time, the latter return to the pool for a further release verification. The 
release mechanism of this module considers the planned release date to order the 
jobs/orders. Subsequently, it is verified whether the sum of the workload in the machines 
and the order processing time per machine in the routing attends the norm. In case it 
does not attend, the order is sent to the list of non-released orders, which will return to 
the pool. In case the evaluated sum does attend the norm, the order waits for the periodic 
opening of the pool to be released to the shop floor. The last column in Chart 2 presents 
the equation that determines whether an order is or not released to the shop floor. 

In the fourth module, “Order execution”, the items released to the pool are 
processed. The objects used in this module correspond to six Queues, representing 
the queues in front of the machines, six Processors, representing the machines, and 
one object Sink, representing the exit. The orders are positioned in the queues 
according to the moment of arrival of each one (FCFS). When released to be 
processed, the orders are directed to the machines and processed based on the 
processing time registered on the labels of each order, which are read by the machines. 
In this module, the object Sink is responsible for the calculation of the total throughput 
time and shop floor throughput time of the orders. 

The fifth and last module, “Order completion and data collection”, includes the 
gathering of information calculated and registered in the orders and the register of total 
throughput time and shop floor throughput time of each order, in addition to the 
completion of the process by destroying the orders. The object composing this module 
is called Sink (exit). The implementations are performed on the window of properties, 
tab triggers/On Entry, in which the values of throughput time of shop floor and total 
throughput time are recorded in the table of orders. 
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4.4 Building the structure to implement the FlexSim tool 

Figure 1 and Chart 2 illustrate the computational modeling on FlexSim based on the 
modules and stages of the flowchart, while Figure 2 illustrates the objects used on the 
software. It is possible to verify the presence of lines linking the objects indicating the 
relationship between entry and exit of information. The items enter the objects, are 
processed and transferred to one of the connected objects. 

 
Figure 2. Overall view of the FlexSim model displaying the objects used. Source: elaborated by 

the authors. 

Figure 2 represents the following objects: i) the Source “Chegada” for the entry of 
the order into the system; ii) the pool, and the reentry system into the pool (Queue1 + 
Processor1), the time counter (Source TIC + Sink TAC) to execute the periodic opening 
of the pool; iii) the objects “Fila Est” 1–6, “Maquina” 1–6 to execute the order, and iv) 
the Sink “Saida” to complete the order and generate the indicators. 

4.4.1 Order creation 

Work order is represented on FlexSim by the item Box. A label was used to define 
the attributes of the order/job. The labels allow to save data in the orders for decision-
making procedures in the model (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3. Labels of the item (order) used to register attributes. Source: elaborated by the 

authors 
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The label “numeroOperacoes” allows to save the quantity of operations in the 
routing of an order. The labels from OP1 to OP6 contain the information of which 
machine must process an order according to its sequence of operations. The label 
“Etapa” stores the operation number in which the order is at each moment, according 
to the sequence of operations in the routing. The labels from TP1 to TP6 store the 
processing time of order per operation, used to calculate the workloads. The label 
“Ranqueamento”, which starts with value 100, gives preference to an order when it 
cannot be released, follows to the waiting list, and returns to the pool. The labels 
“TempoSaidaTotal” and “TempoSaidaEstacoes” allow to store, respectively, the 
moment of order completion and the moment of exit from each station after processing. 

The table “Cargas” (Figure 4), containing a single line and eleven columns, was 
created to store and visualize the system workload. The first six columns store the 
temporary workload of the machines used for decision making about the order release. 
The seventh column contains the workload norm for all machines. In the eighth column, 
the value of total throughput time of the items is saved, while the ninth column 
corresponds to a time counter to execute the simulation considering five units of time. 
Finally, the tenth column indicates whether the pool is open to release orders, while the 
eleventh column stores the value of shop floor throughput time. 

 
Figure 4. Detailed view of the table “Cargas”. Source: elaborated by the authors. 

The orders exit the Source “Chegada” considering the inter-arrival time presented 
in Chart 1 and follow to the pool. The determination of the model attributes in the Source 
“Chegada” follows a sequence of internal events. For the event of simulation restart 
(“OnReset”), a value of zero is determined for the table controlling the workloads of the 
stations. For the event of item exit of the entity Source, a color for the item is randomly 
defined. The event of item creation (OnCreation) creates labels to store the attributes 
that will be used in the simulation. 

4.4.2 Periodic opening of the pool 

The mechanism created to control the periodic opening of the pool for the release 
of orders is the TIC-TAC (Figure 5), which is constituted of two objects (Source and 
Sink) linked to the object queue, which represents the job pool. TIC-TAC is 
programmed to open and close the door (exit) of the pool at an interval time by releasing 
the orders through the commands of openoutput and closeoutput, as indicated in the 
lines of the commands extracted from the model, tab OnExit of the object TIC. 

The Source TIC assesses the remainder of the division of the time by five units, 
since this value was defined as the interval between releases (Figure 5, line 6). If the 
remainder of this division is zero, the Source opens its exit for the items created 
(Figure 5, line 8). It generates the label “fechado” (Figure 5, line 9), transfers the current 
simulated time to the workload table in the counter column (Figure 5, line 10), and 
writes the value of “fechado” on the workload table (Figure 5, line 11). These two last 
steps occur for verification of the periodic behavior. In case the time is different than 
the multiple of 5 units (Figure 5, line 14), the Source close the exit of orders (Figure 5, 
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line 16), modifies the value of its label (Figure 5, line 17), and rewrites on the table of 
workloads that the pool is closed (Figure 5, line 19). Thus, the columns of the Workload 
Table called “Relogio 9” and “Fechado 10” allow to verify the functioning of the pool 
periodic opening to release the orders. 

 
Figure 5. Implementation of the periodic opening of the pool. Source: elaborated by the 

authors. 

The released orders follow to the workstations defined in their routing. 

4.4.3 Order release 

The assessment of the workloads for the release of orders is performed in the object 
pool according to the following steps: i) ordering of jobs/orders to define the sequence 
in which they are evaluated for release, ii) reading of the current workload (direct and 
indirect) of each machine, iii) decision of order release based on the currently existing 
workload, iv) storage of the time at the moment of release, and v) definition of the exit 
door for the order to follow the desired routing. 

To proceed with the order release, the system checks the data of current workload 
of the machines (stored in a Global Table “Cargas”), as well as the routing and order 
processing time to be considered for release, sums the current workload of the 
machines with the processing times of the considered order and evaluates the result in 
relation to the norm. 

4.4.4 Order execution and load update 

Once the order is released, it is processed in the machines following its routing until 
leaving the shop floor. Each machine has its own waiting queue. Figure 6 details the 
steps executed in the waiting queue of a given machine. For example, in machine 1, 
the first step is to state that the order completes one more stage in the sequence by 
adding a unit value to the label of the stage, i.e. label “Etapa” (Figure 6, lines 6-8). 
Subsequently, in the waiting queue, it is possible to check whether an order is at the 
first stage/operation of its routing. This is important, since the update of the workloads 
(in the Global Table “Cargas”) is only conducted at the first operation of each order, 
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when the order has just been released to the shop floor. At this moment, the order 
processing times are added to the workload of the respective machines. Thus, in case 
an order is at the first operation, two vectors are created to store the six processing 
times (TP) and the values of the six order operations (OP) (Figure 6, lines 18-30). 
Subsequently, a “for” loop is created to register in the Global Table of workloads 
(named “Cargas”) all the processing times of a certain order in the respective machines, 
according to the production routing, by adding them to the existing workload displayed 
in each column of the table (Figure 6, lines 34-40). In this context, the order processing 
time referent to each machine in which it is inserted (or the queue in front of a machine) 
is the direct workload, while the remaining processing times of the order referent to the 
other machines is the indirect workload. In case the order is not ongoing its first 
operation when arriving in the queue (Figure 6, line 9), nothing is added to the Global 
Table of workloads and the order follows its programmed routing. The queues of the 
other machines follow the same pattern. 

The last step is to remove the processing time of the order already processed from 
the workload table, which is performed in the machine exit (OnExit). With these data, 
the machine has its current workload – stored in the table of workloads – reduced, after 
the value of the processing time corresponding to this stage is subtracted. 
Subsequently, the order follows its established routing. 

 
Figure 6. Configuration of the queue before machine 1 (object Queue, “Fila Est 1”). Source: 

elaborated by the authors. 

4.4.5 Order completion and collection of indicators 

When an order completes its routing, it follows to the Sink “Saida” to finalize its 
processing in the simulation. The moment at which an order enters the Sink, the current 
value of the simulation time is stored on the label “TempoSaidaTotal” (Figure 7, lines 5-13). 
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The goal is to save the total completion time of the order on the labels of the item Box. 
Subsequently, the Sink calculates the total throughput time of the order and stores the 
value in the column 8 of the Workload Table (Figure 7, line 15), registers this value in 
the label of the item Box (Figure 7, lines 16) and in the labels of the Sink (Figure 7, 
lines 17-24). The Sink stores on its label the last value of shop floor throughput time 
(Figure 7, lines 25-33) and updates the same value in the column 11 of the Global 
Table “Cargas” (Figure 7, line 36). The columns 8 and 11 of this table allow to verify, at 
the moment of the simulation: 1) the values of total throughput, that is, the order 
throughput time from the moment at which it is created in the object Source to its exit, 
in the object Sink; 2) the values of shop floor throughput time, that is, the time from the 
moment at which the order is released by the pool to the shop floor to its exit, in the 
object Sink. 

 
Figure 7. Configuration of the Sink “Saida” (calculation of the indicators – i.e. throughput time – 

and registration in the labels of the Sink). Source: elaborated by the authors. 

5 Results 

Exploratory simulations were performed for the model proposed aiming at verifying 
its feasibility. Five scenarios were simulated containing different norm values, in which 
the first scenario considers a large norm value, representing the infinite norm, in order 
to not obstruct the release of orders. The norm values for the remaining scenarios were: 
Scenario 2 = 8, Scenario 3 = 16, Scenario 4 = 24, Scenario 5 = 32. 

A hundred replications with simulation time of 6,000 units of time (defined in the 
modeling as seconds) and warm-up time of 3,000 units of time were carried out. These 
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parameters are commonly used to reduce the variation in similar WLC experiments 
(Land, 2006). The simulation was executed on a personal computer using an Intel i7 
processor with 6GB of RAM – operational system MS® Windows 10. 

The simulation considered the classic WLC model, that is: the order is always 
classified according to the date of planned release and there is no priority if it is 
returning from the loop (list of not released orders). In addition, it is only released to the 
shop floor if the sum of the workload of the machines and order processing time does 
not exceed the fixed norm. 

The results of throughput time found in the first scenario were compared with the 
remaining scenarios. 

The mean total throughput time (Figure 8) upon a very tight norm – as in the second 
scenario (norm of 8) – is much high (average of 79 time units) in relation to the first 
scenario with infinite norm (average of 27 time units). In scenarios 3, 4 and 5, in turn, 
a mean total throughput time of 32, 30, and 29 units of time was obtained, respectively. 

 
Figure 8. Simulation results: total throughput time. Source: elaborated by the authors. 

The analysis of the shop floor throughput time (Figure 9) revealed that the second 
scenario presented an average of 28 units of time, registering an increment of 1 unit of 
time in relation to the first scenario (27 units of time). In turn, the scenarios 3, 4 and 5 
had lower average values of throughput time for shop floor than the first scenario: 22, 
23, and 24 units of time, respectively. 

The average results of the shop floor throughput time found in the scenarios 3, 4 
and 5 in relation to the first and second scenarios present differences that can be 
representative in a real situation. 

In the comparison of scenario 3 and scenario 1, for example, the difference in the 
average value for each order is five units of time. Considering the simulation of 100 
orders, this implies that scenario 3 processed these 100 orders in 500 units of time less 
than scenario 1. The result of this comparison leads to the conclusion that the shop 
floor in scenario 3 is more productive than in scenario 1 for being able to process the 
same quantity of orders at a shorter period. The orders pass through the shop floor 
more rapidly because of the occurrence of less queues (lower saturation), however, 
they spend more time waiting in the pool, which causes the total throughput time in 
scenario 3 to increase (32 versus 28 in scenario 1). 
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Figure 9. Simulation results: shop floor total throughput. Source: elaborated by the authors. 

According to the results, the total throughput time obtained from the infinite norm 
(without workload control) were slightly better than those obtained in the scenarios 4 
and 5, probably due to matters of adjustment of parameters, such as the values for 
workload norm and interval between releases. Such adjustments must be conducted 
in a way that the trade-off mentioned in the previous paragraph is advantageous, that 
is, the decrease in the throughput time of shop floor, in absolute values, is higher than 
the increase in the time waiting in the pool. Additionally, the efficiency of the workload 
control approach is also directly related to the levels of machine utilization. For not such 
high utilization levels, restricting the release does not generate significant results, which 
can also explain the results found. 

Another important characteristic to be analyzed is the variability of the shop floor 
throughput time. It is possible to verify a high variability of these values for the scenarios 
1, 2, and 5, as well as lower variability for the scenario 3, indicating that it is a more 
stable scenario comparing with the remaining ones (Figure 9). 

The variation of norm values for order release in a discrete-event simulation 
environment allows to analyze the effects that it causes on the total and on the shop 
floor throughput time. It is also possible to analyze which norm value generates the 
lowest variability for the calculated time, thus enabling to choose a more stable 
scenario. 

It is important to highlight that these simulations are only of exploratory nature since 
the emphasis of this study, as previously mentioned, is to present a detailed structure 
for the implementation of the WLC approach on a commercial software. Land (2006), 
among others (literature on this topic is relatively vast), presents a more thorough 
discussion on the definition of the workload control parameters and its impacts on the 
throughput time. 

6 Final remarks 

This paper presented an application of the workload control (WLC) approach on a 
commercial software of discrete-event simulation (i.e. on an integrated graphic 
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simulation environment). The literature provides truly little emphasis on the model 
development per se and many simulation-based studies do not mention either the 
software programs or language used. Therefore, this study provides the details on the 
conversion of the basic algorithm of the workload control with periodic release to a 
simulation model developed on FlexSim software. 

This paper demonstrated that the implementation of the WLC algorithm on a 
commercial software for discrete-event simulation is possible and viable. However, in 
an integrated graphic environment that uses objects (i.e. elements, entities) and a 
decentralized programming, such implementation is not trivial. The commands and 
sub-routines that implement the lines in the base algorithm of workload control are 
distributed in different objects and it is necessary to create coordination mechanisms 
between them for an execution in the correct order and moments. Examples of these 
mechanisms of interaction and integration between objects include the use of labels 
and tables, which are read at different moments of the simulation by different objects 
to gather updated information to execute the sub-routines or decisions on the order 
flow. 

For the correct functioning of the workload control approach in the modeled system, 
it is necessary to implement either mechanisms to control the frequency of opening and 
closing of the pool and mechanisms representing the list of not released orders. When 
a routine with a structured and centralized programming without graphic representation 
is developed, such mechanisms require a few code lines comparing with the 
implementation on a simulation software for discrete events, which, in addition to codes 
lines, also requires to create connections between the objects and decentralized 
routines. 

Even though it is not so common to implement the WLC using a commercial and 
decentralized simulation software, it is important to highlight some of the advantages 
involved, such as: descriptive capacity of this type of software, enabling the modeling 
and simulation of an industrial environment close to reality; possibility of visualizing the 
dynamics of the simulation and the functioning of the WLC approach in the modeled 
environment, since it is possible to visualize the trajectory of the orders from their 
creation to the system exit; and the possibility of clicking on the items and objects to 
visualize the information contained in them at the exact moment of the simulation, as 
well as modifications during the simulation period. 

As contributions to further research, this model can support the representation of a 
WLC implementation in other shop floor configurations, contributing to reduce the 
developer’s effort employed in modeling and programming, since it allows to set off a 
well-structured initial model for the creation and modeling of new industrial scenarios 
that use the WLC approach. 

Among the limitations of this paper, we can mention the use of only one study as 
reference from the specific literature – Land (2006). Even though it represents a well-
known model, expanding the comparison of this structure with other authors would 
generate a deeper analysis and allow to find different results, which is recommended 
for further research. Other suggestions include the application of other types of norms 
available in the literature, as well as alternative types of indirect workload accounting 
(i.e. probability approach), and the implementation of other types of release, such as 
the continuous release or the release based on the workload balancing mentioned in 
the literature review section. 

The use of only one software of discrete-event simulation – FlexSim – is another 
research limitation, since similar software programs (Arena, ProModel, etc.), which 
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require alternative strategies and resources to generate a WLC representation, are 
available. There is a known trade-off between the complexity of building an entire 
simulation model only by means of programming (e.g. using Python or SimPy, which 
are free software) and the use of software with user-friendly interface, like FlexSim, 
AnyLogic, Simul8, Arena etc., which requires license of use. This is a relevant limitation 
of this study and the publication of tutorials such as this one for languages and open-
access software programs is an important contribution for further studies in the scope 
of this research area. 
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